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Abstract1
Understanding the influence of an environment on the evolution of its resident2
population is a major challenge in evolutionary biology. Great progress has been3
made in homogeneous population structures while heterogeneous structures have4
received relatively less attention. Here we present a structured population model5
where different individuals are best suited to different regions of their environment.6
The underlying structure is a graph: individuals occupy vertices, which are con-7
nected by edges. If an individual is suited for their vertex, they receive an increase8
in fecundity. This framework allows attention to be restricted to the spatial ar-9
rangement of suitable habitat. We prove some basic properties of this model and10
find some counter-intuitive results. Notably, 1) the arrangement of suitable sites11
is as important as their proportion, and, 2) decreasing the proportion of suitable12
sites may result in a decrease in the fixation time of an allele.13
1 Introduction14
It is now well established that population structure can have a profound effect on the15
outcome of an evolutionary process. Indeed, some of the first results in the modern syn-16
thesis of evolution considered island-structured populations [38]. Since then, a multitude17
of structured population models have appeared, including stepping stone [16], lattice18
[27, 25], and metapopulation models [20]. A contemporary take on these spatial models19
is evolutionary graph theory.20
Since its introduction in [21], evolutionary graph theory has gone on to become a well-21
studied abstraction of structured populations (see [26] for an illustrative introduction and22
[33] for an extensive review). An evolutionary graph is a collection of sites, or vertices,23
linked by interaction and dispersal patterns, or edges. Each vertex is occupied by a24
single haploid breeder of a certain genotype – say, red or blue. Lieberman, Hauert,25
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Figure 1: Examples of an environmental evolutionary graphs. The vertices are the thick
circles and the individuals are the solid disks. If the colour of an individual i matches
the colour of the vertex vi then that individual is advantageous at that vertex, and their
fecundity is fi = r > 1. Otherwise, fi = 1.
and Nowak [21] considered a population of blue-type individuals invaded by a single red26
individual of higher fecundity. Subsequent work considered strategic interactions between27
the residents of a graph, where “red” and “blue” are thought of as the strategies adopted28
by the individuals. This perspective proved useful, and evolutionary graphs have gone on29
to facilitate much understanding in evolutionary game theory in structured populations30
[29, 36].31
Here we introduce environmental evolutionary graph theory as a variant on evolu-32
tionary graph theory. An environmental evolutionary graph is a graph with vertices of33
different types. We now assign colours not only to individuals, but also to the vertices34
of the graph. We typically consider a two-colour setup: each individual is either red or35
blue, and each vertex of the graph is also either red or blue, independent of the colour of36
the individual occupying that vertex. An individual whose colour matches the vertex on37
which it resides is given a higher fecundity, reflecting the individual’s adaptation to that38
particular environment. We formalize the model in the appendix.39
Enviromental evolutionary graph theory is a fine-grained, graph-theoretic analogue of40
a model first proposed in [18], where two niches are considered along with two alleles in41
the resident diploid population, each advantageous in exactly one of the niches. It was42
found that such a heterogeneous population can maintain a stable genetic polymorphism43
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even though the heterozygote is less fit than the homozygote in its favourable niche. This44
model was later restricted to haploid populations with multiple alleles at a single genetic45
locus, each favoured in a different subset of sites in the environment; this yields similar46
results on stable polymorphism [19, 11, 32].47
In the following, we define environmental evolutionary graphs and prove some of their48
basic properties. We then extend the basic, two-colour setup to multicoloured graphs.49
Doing so allows for phenomena not present in the two-colour setup to emerge. For50
example, the introduction of a third colour can permit a decrease in the time to fixation51
of certain invading types. We then conclude with some future prospects for research.52
2 Basic Properties53
Although the setup provided in the introduction is intuitive, we require some formal54
definitions. Let G be a graph on N vertices labeled v1, . . . , vN . Each vertex has a55
background colour ci ∈ {R,B}; if ci = R, we think of vertex vi as red, and if ci = B, we56
think of vertex vi as blue.57
A state of the model is a vector (x1, . . . , xN), where each xi ∈ {R,B}; the value of58
xi represents whether the individual on vertex vi is currently red or currently blue. We59
call xi the foreground colour of vertex vi (in the given state). When the graph G is60
understood, collection of all possible states on G is denoted S. When all xi = R, we61
are in the all-red state, which we denote SR; similarly, when all xi = B we are in the62
all-blue state SB. When the process reaches the all-red state, we say that the red type63
has achieved fixation in the graph, and likewise for blue. To avoid ambiguity in phrases64
such as “a red vertex”, we will capitalize background colours; thus, “a red vertex” has65
red foreground colour, while “a RED vertex” has red background colour.66
The model has a single parameter r, which defines the reward for an individual to67
match its color. The fecundity of individual i in a given state is written fi, and is defined68
by fi = r if xi = ci and fi = 1 otherwise.69
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We define two possible transition rules between two-states, a birth-death rule and a70
death-birth rule. These two rules give rise to two different processes, the birth-death71
process and the death-birth process. Both of these rules have been studied heavily in the72
literature in the context of non-spatial Moran processes [24, 28].73
In a step of the birth-death process, we first choose an individual i reproduce; each74
individual is chosen with probability equal to their relative fecundity, given by75
P[i is chosen to reproduce] =
fi∑
k∈V (G)
fk
where the sum is taken over all vertices of the graph. Once an individual is selected76
to give birth, it produces an offspring that displaces a neighbour chosen uniformly at77
random (the offspring cannot displace its parent). This assumption of uniform dispersal78
is not necessary, and we later discuss properties of graphs that exhibit biased dispersal.79
In a step of the death-birth process, we instead start by choosing an individual at80
uniform random to die. Neighbouring vertices then compete for the vacated site according81
to their relative fecundities. Suppose an individual i dies. The probability that the82
neighbour j places an offspring on the vacant site is83
P[j replaces i] =
fj∑
k∈N (vi)
fk
where the sum is taken over the set N (vi) of all vertices adjacent to vi.84
Finally, given some initial state S (and with the choice of transition rule understood),85
we write ρR|S to denote the probability that the red type achieves fixation starting from86
the state S. Often, we consider a single red mutant arising at a uniformly selected vertex87
in an otherwise-blue graph; the probability that red achieves fixation starting from this88
initial distribution is simply written ρR.89
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2.1 Well-mixed Populations90
A natural first question to ask is, what is the effect of the density d of RED sites on the91
fixation probability ρR of a red mutant? To answer this, we first focus on a complete92
graph, where all pairs of distinct vertices are connected by an edge. This is an example93
of a well-mixed population. The following theorem establishes that lowering the density94
of a type X of sites lowers the fixation probability of a set of X types in a population95
consisting of only two types undergoing a birth-death process.96
To illustrate this, consider a well-mixed population G of size N undergoing a birth-97
death process with density d of RED sites and suppose the fecundity fi of an individual98
i that matches the type of their vertex vi is fi = r > 1 and fi = 1 otherwise. Using99
a mean-field approximation (see Appendix), we arrive at an equation for the fixation100
probability of a set of m randomly placed red types,101
ρR|m =
1−
(
r(1− d) + d)
(1− d) + rd
)m
1−
(
r(1− d) + d)
(1− d) + rd
)N . (1)
This approximation establishes that ρR|m behaves as expected: the fixation probability102
of a set of m red individuals increases as the density d of RED sites increases, or as m103
increases, for any fixed r > 1. If less than half of the sites are RED, the fixation probability104
decreases in r and if the density is greater than 1/2 the fixation probability increases in105
r.106
A particular case of Equation 1 of interest is for a single R type. In this case, m = 1107
and Equation (1) is108
ρR =
1−
(
r(1− d) + d)
(1− d) + rd
)
1−
(
r(1− d) + d)
(1− d) + rd
)N . (2)
Since the derivative of Equation (2) with respect to d is positive, it is an increasing109
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Figure 2: The fixation probability of a single red type on a complete graph with a fraction
d of RED sites. The points were generated with a simulation with results averaged over
106 iterations. The solid curves were generated with Equation 1. In each of the three
cases, a population of size N = 50 was used. This choice of N was arbitrary and we note
that Equation 1 was in good agreement with the simulation for various values of N and
r.
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Figure 3: The 3-cycle with one RED and two BLUE vertices.
function of d. Also, since the maximum value of Equation (2) is attained at d = 1, then110
Equation (2) is strictly less than Equation (2) for all 0 ≤ d < 1. That is, the fixation111
probability of a single R type is lower if it is advantageous only on a proportion d < 1 of112
sites than what it would be if it were advantageous everywhere, d = 1.113
It is worth noting that114
lim
d→ 1
2
ρR =
1
N
, (3)
as is expected. That is, if half of the vertices of G are RED and half are BLUE, then115
the rare red type fixes in the population as it would in a neutral population. However,116
this observation is valid only when considering the average fixation probability over all117
vertices. Where the rare type emerges may have a bearing on its fixation probability.118
As an example, consider a cycle graph on three vertices. Colour two of the vertices119
BLUE and the other RED, as in Figure 3, and suppose the population is undergoing120
a birth-death process. If a red individual appears on one of the BLUE vertices, it has121
fixation probability122
ρR|B =
3r2 + 7r + 5
7r2 + 19r + 19
. (4)
If it appears on the RED vertex, its fixation probability is123
ρR|R =
r(7r + 8)
7r2 + 19r + 19
. (5)
A quick comparison of Equations (4) and (5) indicates ρR|R > ρR|B for all r > 1. Hence,124
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Figure 4: Two examples of properly two-coloured graphs.
the fixation probability ρR, in general, depends on the starting location of R.125
This leads to an interesting question: for what graph colourings is ρR independent of126
the starting position of the single red individual? This is answered in the next section.127
3 Properly Two-coloured Graphs128
In this section we focus on a specific type of colouring of a environmental evolutionary129
graph: proper two-colourings. We will suppose that the edges carry the uniform weighting:130
wij = 1/di for all i and j adjacent vertices.131
Definition 1. A properly two-coloured graph is one with no two adjacent vertices coloured132
the same.133
The lattice in Figure 1(a) is an example of a properly two-coloured graph. Figure134
4 provides two more examples. A properly two-coloured graph can have any number of135
vertices of any number of degrees provided that the vertices of the graph are coloured136
so that no two vertices of the same colour are adjacent. The class of graphs that can be137
properly two-coloured are known as the bipartite graphs. Such graphs are an active topic138
of study; see [7] for a thorough introduction to bipartite graphs.139
Properly two-coloured graphs exhibit a fascinating property: the birth-death evolu-140
tionary process on such graphs does not depend on the parameter r. More precisely, the141
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fixation probability of a set of red types on a properly two-coloured graph is equal to142
the corresponding neutral fixation probability. Recall that a neutral process is one which143
r = 1. In the context of environmental evolutionary graphs, the population is neutral if144
both red and blue types have fecundity 1, irrespective of the vertices they occupy. We145
have the following.146
Theorem 1. Given a properly two-coloured graph G undergoing a birth-death process and147
a set M ⊆ V (G) of vertices occupied by R (red) types, then the probability ρR|M that the148
R fix in the population is149
ρR|M =
∑
i∈M
ρneutral|i, (6)
where ρneutral|i is the neutral fixation probability of an individual starting at vertex vi.150
Proof. The proof of this theorem requires some technical results and is left to the ap-151
pendix.152
Equation (6) has a convenient form in terms of reproductive value. Recall that the153
reproductive value of an individual i is the (relative) probability that a member of the154
population at some time in the distant future is identical by descent to i [9, 34, 12]. In155
[22] the reproductive value Vi was calculated for any vertex vi in any evolutionary graph156
undergoing either a birth-death or death-birth process. It was found that Vi = di for the157
death-birth process and Vi = 1/di for the birth-death process. Moreover, the author of158
[22] shows that the neutral fixation probability of a mutant starting on vertex vi is equal159
to i’s relative reproductive value:160
ρneutral|i =
Vi∑
j∈V (G) Vj
. (7)
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Figure 5: An example of a properly two-coloured graph on which the fixation probability
of a red type in the death-birth process depends on r.
Hence, in terms of vertex degrees, Equation (6) reads161
ρR|M =
∑
i∈M
1
di∑
j∈V (G)
1
dj
, (8)
which is exactly what is expected given the results of [22]. It is worth emphasizing that162
Equation (6) does not depend on r, a fact made transparent by Equation (8).163
It is interesting to note that Theorem 1 does not hold in general for the death-birth164
process. In fact, counter-examples are easy to come by. Take, for example, the section165
of a line graph, as in Figure 5. The graph is properly two-coloured yet the fixation166
probability is not independent of r.167
We conjecture that there is no class of environmental evolutionary graphs on which168
the fixation probability in the death-birth process is independent of r. This is perhaps169
surprising since the author of [22] was able to show that for regular—meaning all vertices170
have the same degree—evolutionary (non-environmental) graphs undergoing a death-171
birth process, and for a set M of R types,172
ρR|M =
∑
i∈M
di∑
j∈V (G)
dj
. (9)
Such a result suggests an extension to environmental evolutionary graphs as was the case173
for the birth-death process. The reason why the results of [22] can be extended to environ-174
mental evolutionary graphs for the birth-death process and not for the death-birth pro-175
cess is the scale of information about the population required by the two processes. The176
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death-birth process requires very local information about the population state, namely,177
the state of the neighbours of an individual chosen to die. The birth-death process re-178
quires global information about the population; it requires the state of all individuals in179
the population. This global property allows for a complete classification of graphs on180
which the fixation probability in the birth-death process is independent of r. The local181
nature of the death-birth process imposes different local conditions for the independence182
of the fixation probability on r, which may conflict and not scale to the entire population.183
3.1 On the Starting Location184
The structure of the underlying graph G and its associated colouring can affect the result185
of the model in sometimes counterintuitive ways. As an example, it is natural to assume186
that the local fitness advantage conferred by matching the background colour of a vertex187
necessarily translates into a global fitness advantage for a lone mutant starting at that188
vertex. This notion is formalized in the following conjecture:189
Conjecture 1. Let G be an environmental evolutionary graph and let v, w be vertices in190
G. Let ρR|v denote the probability that red achieves fixation starting from the state where191
v is the only red individual, and likewise for ρR|w. If v is coloured RED and w BLUE,192
then ρR|v ≥ ρR|w.193
This natural conjecture turns out to be false, as it fails to take into account the global194
structural characteristics of the graph. Indeed, we present a counterexample in which195
the underlying graph G is symmetric and is equally suited for red and blue, yet a red196
that emerges on a certain BLUE vertex experiences a fixation probability greater than if197
it had emerged on a corresponding RED vertex. This example illustrates that an initial198
fitness disadvantage can be offset by a subsequent fitness advantage.199
Our counterexample is a weighted graph and therefore uses the weighted version of200
the model, so that if a vertex u is selected to reproduce, then the probability that its201
neighbor v is selected to die is proportional to the weight of the edge euv. The graph202
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Figure 6: By emerging on a BLUE vertex, a red may experience a fixation probability
greater than if it had emerged on a RED vertex even though both red and blue are equally
well-suited to the environment.
consists of two triangular clusters T1 and T2 whose edges are uniformly weighted. All203
possible edges between T1 and T2 are included with weight α, where α is a small constant204
to be determined later. In T1 there are two BLUE vertices and one RED vertex, while in205
T2 there are two RED vertices and one BLUE vertex. The graph and its colouring are206
illustrated in Figure 6. Clearly G is symmetric, even when the edge-weights are taken into207
account. Assume that r is much greater than 1. Let v denote the unique RED vertex in208
T1 and let w denote the unique BLUE vertex in T2. We will argue that ρR|w > ρR|v, i.e., a209
single red mutant has a better chance of achieving fixation if it arises on the BLUE vertex210
w than it does if it arises on the RED vertex v. We first give a heuristic, non-rigorous211
argument that nevertheless expresses why this result should be the case. Then, we give212
specific parameter values and obtain the relevant fixation probabilities numerically, which213
further establishes the result.214
Heuristically, the effect of taking α “sufficiently small” is that the edges joining T1 and215
T2 are almost never selected. Thus, given any initial state, almost surely the triangles T1216
and T2 will fixate on a particular population colour before any cross-edge is selected for217
reproduction. If T1 and T2 fixate on the same colour, then G has achieved fixation. If218
T1 and T2 fixate on the opposite colours, then by obvious symmetry the probability that219
G fixates on red is 1/2. It therefore suffices to consider the probability that T1 fixates220
on red when a red mutant arises on v, which we denote ρ1, as well as the corresponding221
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probability for T2 and w, which we denote ρ2.222
First we estimate ρ1. Observe that if the red mutant arises on v, then initially all223
individuals in T1 match their vertex colour and therefore have fitness r; thus, on the first224
step all individuals are equally likely to be chosen. With probability 1/3 nothing changes225
(a blue individual is chosen but replaces the other blue individual), with probability226
1/3 the red mutant is immediately replaced with blue, and with probability 1/3 the red227
mutant is chosen to reproduce, replacing a blue individual. Thus, conditioning on the228
event that the state of the graph changes, with probability 1/2 we end up with two red229
vertices. Since there is still non-negligible probability that the remaining blue individual230
will be chosen to reproduce and overwrite the red individual on v, this implies that231
ρ1 < 1/2. Furthermore, as α → 0 and r → ∞, the probability ρ1 will be bounded away232
from 1/2.233
Next we estimate ρ2. If the red mutant arises on w, then the opposite situation reigns:234
all individuals in T2 initially fail to match their vertex colour and have fecundity 1. Thus,235
all individuals are equally likely to be chosen, but as soon as an individual manages236
to occupy a vertex of the correct colour, the process will almost surely fixate on that237
colour. This implies that ρ2 ≈ 1/2 since, as in the earlier analysis, the probability that238
w reproduces, conditional on a change in state, is about 1/2. We heuristically conclude239
that ρ1 < ρ2.240
Next we examine the situation numerically to confirm our heuristic analysis. Using241
the graph described above, let r = 1/4 and let α = 1/100. Using standard techniques of242
Markov chain theory, we numerically compute that ρR|v ≈ 0.13 and ρR|w ≈ 0.2, so that243
ρR|w > ρR|v as desired.244
4 More Than Two Background Colours245
We now introduce a third colour, green, for both vertices and individuals. We retain246
the previous notion of fecundity, that if an individual’s colour matches that of the vertex247
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then its fecundity is f = r > 1 and f = 1 otherwise. For ease of presentation, attention248
is limited to the birth-death process for this entire section.249
Introducing a third colour can never increase the average fixation probability of any250
single colour of individuals. However, and quite interestingly, a third colour can decrease251
the time to fixation of a mutant individual.252
As was seen in Section 2 for well-mixed populations, via Equation ??, lowering the253
density of sites of a certain colour decreases the average fixation probability of the in-254
dividuals of that colour. This can also seen to be true for graph-structured populations255
undergoing either the birth-death or death-birth process: any non-RED vertex will even-256
tually be occupied by a red individual and this individual is less fit than it would have257
been if the vertex were RED. Such an effect also occurs on graphs with more than two258
vertex colours.259
As an example, consider the line graph on three vertices, coloured as in Figure 7(a),260
and suppose the population is undergoing a birth-death process. Suppose further that261
the population initially consists entirely of either of blue or green until a mutation occurs,262
producing a red. This mutant appears on the hub vertex with probability (1 + r)/(2 + r)263
and on one of the leaf vertices with probability 1/(2 + r). A simple calculation of the264
average fixation probability yields265
ρR =
2r2(r + 1)
2r3 + 5r2 + 4r + 4
. (10)
This is seen to be less than the corresponding fixation probability in an all RED environ-266
ment,267
ρR =
(
1
5
)
12r2 + 7r + 1
6r2 + 7r + 2
. (11)
which is illustrated in Figure 4.268
Supposing that the red type does go on to fixation, we may determine the time such269
an event takes. The expected number of birth-death events needed for the red type to270
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Figure 7: A third colour may decrease the fixation probability of a red mutant. (a) The
line graph on three vertices with the centre coloured RED and the leaves GREEN and
BLUE. (b) The introduction of the third vertex colour, GREEN, decreases the fixation
probability of red by lowering the proportion of RED sites. The solid line corresponds to
the average fixation probability of a red mutant on a 3-line graph consisting entirely of
RED vertices. The dotted line is the average fixation probability of a red mutant on a
3-line graph with hub coloured RED, as in Figure 7(a). Both curves are functions of r.
fix in the population is known as the time to fixation [8, 2, 37].271
Figure 8 displays the time to fixation for a mutant red type on both the environmental272
graph in Figure 7(a) and in an all-RED 3-line. In both cases, the mutant red appears273
in a population of either all blue or green individuals. The calculations for the times to274
fixation are in the Appendix.275
The average time to fixation of a single red is seen to be lower in the population276
depicted in Figure 7(a) than that for an all-RED 3-line for a range of r values. This277
difference in fixation time is easily explained by considering the population update rule.278
For the birth-death process, those with greater fecundity are chosen more often to279
reproduce. If the RED site is located on the hub vertex then a mutant red type on this280
vertex has an advantage over the resident blue (green) type on a GREEN (BLUE) leaf; it281
will be chosen with greater probability than such a blue (green) type. Once it is chosen282
for reproduction it places a red offspring on one of the leaves. Suppose it displaces a283
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leaf individual that does not match their vertex colour. This new red offspring has the284
same fecundity as the individual it replaced. Hence, the red type on the hub maintains285
its fecundity advantage. If the environment had a RED leaf where the red offspring was286
placed then this new offspring would also have a fecundity advantage and would be more287
likely to compete with the red type on the hub for reproduction. This would result in288
the leaf red displacing its parent more often. This reproductive event is “wasted” in a289
sense, since it did nothing to bring the population closer to an all-red state. This type290
of redundant back-and-forth is reduced if the red type does not experience an increase in291
fecundity on the leaf vertices.292
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Figure 8: Lower densities of RED sites may decrease the time to fixation. The curves
correspond to the expected number of steps required for a single red individual to reach
fixation in a population otherwise composed of all blue or all green. The dotted line
corresponds to the single RED environment in Figure 7(a), denoted G − R − B. The
solid line corresponds to the all-RED 3-line, denoted R − R − R. The average time to
fixation of a single red in the G−R−B environment is less than than that in an all-RED
environment. This is especially pronounced for values of r less than approximately 3.5.
The time to fixation in the G − R − B environment eventually increases and surpasses
that of the all-RED environment because the average is taken over all possible starting
positions for the red mutant. If this red type emerges on the BLUE vertex then, for r
sufficiently large, it will be chosen to reproduce with very low probability. Therefore, the
time to fixation gets increasingly large. As r increases, so does this fixation probability.
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This simple example illustrates a more general observation: an advantageous mutant293
decreases its time to fixation in a population by not interfering with copies of itself. This294
phenomenon of decreasing time to fixation appears to not be restricted to this toy exam-295
ple. Figure 9 presents the average time to fixation for a red type on three different ran-296
dom graphs generated with a preferential attachment algorithm. These graphs are known297
to approximate authentic social interaction networks [3]. For each randomly-generated298
graph, a minimum average time to fixation is obtained for some intermediate proportion299
of vertices coloured RED. The upshot of these observations is that the introduction of a300
third colour can decrease the average time to fixation of a mutant type.301
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Figure 9: Barabasi-Albert scale-free graphs are a type of random graph generated with a
preferential attachment algorithm [3]. These graphs exhibit a power law degree distribu-
tion: very few vertices are of a higher degree, while many are at a low degree. An example
graph generated with a Barabasi-Albert algorithm is in (a). Figure 9(b) reports the time
to fixation in three sample BA graphs, each of size N = 40 and the fecundity difference
set arbitrarily at r = 2. Once one of the BA graphs is generated, the vertices are ranked
according to degree. The top m vertices are coloured RED and the evolutionary process
begins with a single red individual placed randomly on the graph. The process is run
until 10, 000 fixation events occur. The average number of steps required to reach fixation
is plotted, using a log scale, against the number m of RED sites. The key observation is
that there is an initial steep drop in fixation time until the time is minimized. A gradual
increase in time is observed as more of the vertices are coloured RED. In each example,
the time to fixation when all the vertices are coloured RED is roughly 30% greater than
the minimum time to fixation, which generally occurs when roughly 16 of the 40 vertices
are RED.
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4.1 Measures of Advantage302
Throughout this manuscript, we have assumed that a single type X emerges in a pop-303
ulation of all-Y and either goes on to fixation or dies out. This notion of a single new304
type emerging in a pure state is a result of assuming that the probability of mutation µ305
is so small that the time between mutation events is much larger than the time it takes306
for a mutant individual to fix in, or die out from, a population. If we were to observe307
a population undergoing such a mutation/fixation/extinction process at a given point in308
time, then with high probability it will be in a pure state. Equivalently, as time goes to309
infinity the proportion of time the population spends in a pure state approaches 1. This310
observation can be used as a measure of evolutionary advantage [31]: the more suited a311
type X of individual is to the environment, the greater the expected time the population312
spends in state all-X.313
Define qX to be the expected proportion of time the population spends in the all-X314
state SX , where X is any permitted colour. This probability will, in general, depend on315
the mutation rates and the fixation probabilities. This is formalized in the following.316
Again, since mutational events likely only occur when the population is in a pure317
state, we can consider the population as a Markov chain transitioning between pure318
states. This process is Markovian since the current state of the population only depends319
on the previous state. Having established this, we can write a general balance equation320
for the Markov chain:321
qX
∑
Y ∈C\{X}
µXY ρY |X =
∑
Y ∈C\{X}
qY µY X ρX|Y , (12)
where the sums are taken over all colours except X and ρX|Y is the probability that a322
single X individual fixes in a population of all Y , and µXY is the probability a Y appears323
in an all-X population through mutation. The terms ρX|Y and µXY in Equation (12)324
are not simply the average fixation probability or mutation, but may depend on the325
configuration of X and Y sites and where in the population the X or Y emerges [23].326
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This will be illustrated in a series of examples.327
Equation (12) establishes a system of equations for the qX . A unique solution is328
found by incorporating the equation
∑
i qi = 1. In general, the solution to this system is329
cumbersome, but a compact, intuitive solution can be given in certain situations.330
A vertex-transitive graph G has the property that for any two vertices vi and vj of331
G, there exists an automorphism (a mapping from G to G) f of the vertices of G such332
that f(vi) = vj, that is, vi is mapped into vj while preserving the structure of the graph.333
Intuitively, this property asserts that all vertices are equivalent; the graph “looks” the334
same from any two vertices. Here we suppose that the symmetry is a property of the335
graph structure only. Due to the relative ease of calculations on vertex-transitive graphs,336
this class is extensively studied in the evolutionary graph theory literature [36, 35].337
Properly two-coloured vertex-transitive graphs, like the 6-cycle in Figure 4(b) are338
a class of graphs on which Equation (12) is easily solved. For the birth-death process339
Theorem 1 established that the fixation probability of either a red or blue type in a340
properly two-coloured graph is equal to the neutral fixation probability. Moreover, for341
properly two-coloured vertex-transitive graphs µRB = µBR, since for every instance of a342
red emerging on a colour X vertex there is a corresponding instance of a blue emerging on343
an X vertex with the same probability. All told, Equation (12) reduces to qR = qB = 1/2344
on such graphs.345
If we consider non-vertex-transitive graphs then the possibilities for the qX are many.346
Figure 10 displays three graphs each with equal proportion of RED, GREEN, and BLUE347
sites, yet each example favours the three colours of individuals differently. In the 3-cycle348
of Figure 10(a), the fixation probabilities of each colour are equal as are the probabilities349
of any one type emerging in a pure state of any other type. Hence, qR = qG = qB = 1/3.350
Figure 10(b) is our 3-line example from earlier. Supposing the probability of mutation351
between any two types is the same, we expect that the environment is “most-suited”352
for red—that is, red should have the greatest fixation probability—less-so for green and353
blue. We expect to find the population in a state of all-red more often than all-green354
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and all-blue. In our notation, qR > qG and qR > qB. Indeed, a quick calculation reveals355
that this is the case. In this example, qB = qG, but this does not necessarily follow from356
the advantage of red over blue and green. It is also possible to find a structure such that357
CR = CG = CB, yet qR > qG > qB. An example is Figure 10(c). Here no edges emanate358
from the BLUE vertex so that any offspring produced there fail to secure a site.359
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: Three examples of graphs with equal proportions of RED, GREEN, and BLUE
sites that all differ in the evolutionary advantage experienced by the three corresponding
colours of individuals. Edges indicate where offspring disperse. In a) and b) the edges
are weighted uniformly. So, any offspring produced on any vertex in a) will disperse to
a neighbouring vertex with probability 1/2, while in b) offspring produced on the RED
vertex will disperse to either neighbouring vertex with 1/2, while an offspring produced
on the GREEN or BLUE vertices will disperse to the RED vertex with probability 1.
For c), the edges are weighted as in b) yet there is no edge eminating from the BLUE
vertex. Any offspring produced on the BLUE vertex does not disperse and fails to secure
a vertex. Denoting the proportion of time spent by a population in a state of all-X by
qX , then, a) qR = qB = qG; b) qR > qG, qB, and qG = qB; and c) qR > qG > qB.
The key observation here is, in general the fraction of the habitat best suited for a360
type X is not sufficient to determine the evolutionary advantage of X. Information on361
the spatial arrangement of the sites is also important. This result is similar to results in362
the ecology literature [5, 6, 17, 14]. For example, the authors of [5] consider a continuous,363
one-dimensional environment and suppose that some of the regions in the environment are364
more favourable than others. They found that it was not the proportion of these regions365
that mattered for population persistence, rather their location within the environment.366
Or, using a integro-difference equations, the authors of [17] found that an environment367
with lower-quality regions distributed throughout may be more suitable for a population368
than an environment of uniform high quality.369
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5 Discussion370
Building an understanding of how an environment shapes the evolution of a population371
is an ongoing challenge. There are now a plethora of models describing the evolution of372
populations in structured environments. These include island and deme structured [38],373
stepping stone [16], lattice [27, 25], metapopulations [20], and evolutionary graphs [21].374
Our model extends these spatial models by incorporating location-dependent fecundity.375
There is considerable evidence that patch quality affects an evolutionary process [15, 10,376
40]. Our model allows explication of the effects of population structure and patch quality377
on an evolutionary process.378
The direct precursor to our model, evolutionary graph theory, is an extremely active379
area of research; see [33] for a review. The constant fecundity process, as introduced380
in [21], is very well-understood—the circulation theorem of [21] completely describes the381
process on a large class of graphs. However, the majority of results in the evolutionary382
graph theory literature rely on some sort of symmetry in the population [30, 36]. The383
challenge is to extend our understanding to heterogeneous graphs. Heterogeneity may be384
introduced in a number of ways. One of the most common is considering graphs with ver-385
tices not all of the same degree. Previous work has shown that this distribution of vertex386
degrees affects the establishment of new types. For example, a mutant type may have an387
advantage if it appears on a high-degree vertex while the population is undergoing the388
death-birth process and a disadvantage on the same vertex under the birth-death process389
[1, 4, 22]. Environmental evolutionary graphs allow for another type of heterogeneity,390
one that does not depend on the degree of a vertex: an individual experiences an increase391
in fecundity simply if its type matches that of the vertex on which it resides. There is392
no reason to suppose an advantageous mutant is advantageous everywhere in the envi-393
ronment. A type of individual may flourish in one part of environment and flounder in394
another. Environmental evolutionary graphs are a convenient abstraction of this notion395
of location-dependent advantage.396
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There are a few obvious extensions of the current work. One is to extend the cur-397
rent setup to include games played on environmental evolutionary graphs. There are a398
multitude of ways that this could be done. For example, each individual may have a399
baseline fecundity that depends on their location in the environment. Added to this is400
the payoff garnered from their game interactions. This could lead to variation in how the401
game affects the fitness of an individual: it is expected that in “poor” sites the game will402
matter more than in “good” sites. This is analogous to varying the selection strength, a403
factor known to affect the outcome of a game [39]. Another possibility is that vertices404
could be thought of containing only so much of a resource and the individual occupying405
that vertex must decide between sharing or hoarding.406
Environmental evolutionary graphs are also interesting from a purely mathematical407
perspective. As was shown here, the birth-death process on properly two-coloured graphs408
does not depend on r. Even though it is doubtful that a “properly two-coloured” envi-409
ronment exists in nature, it is of interest to check if this is the largest class of graphs on410
which the birth-death process is independent of r. We also gave an example of a graph411
on which all colours have the same expected long-term share of the population. Is it412
possible to classify all such graphs? Also, certain colourings of environmental evolution-413
ary graphs were shown here to decrease the time taken for a mutant invader to establish414
in the population. A general theory of population structures that minimize the time to415
fixation would be very interesting and may prove to have applications to populations416
management and the spread of disease on social or contact networks.417
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6 Appendix507
6.1 Formal Definition of Environmental Evolutionary Graphs.508
Our intention in this first appendix is to place environmental evolutionary graph theory on509
a rigorous footing. We restrict our attention to two-coloured environmental evolutionary510
graphs for simplicity. All the following results can be extended to multi-coloured graphs.511
Let G be any finite connected graph and let b be any function from V (G) into {R,B}.512
We will regard b as the fixed background coloring of G.513
Let S be the set of all functions from V (G) into {R,B}. These functions are the514
foreground colourings of G. It is a simple exercise to verify that there are 2|G| functions515
in S.516
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Given any S ∈ S and any w ∈ V (G), we may wish to talk about the state obtained517
by switching the colour of one vertex and leaving the rest alone. Hence we define S ⊕ w518
to be the state given by519
[S ⊕ w](v) =

S(v) if v 6= w
red if v = w and S(w) = blue
blue if v = w and S(w) = red.
For any v ∈ V (G), we will use the notation N(v) to refer to the set of neighbors of v,520
and for each S ∈ S we similarly define N ′S(v) to be the set of opposite-colour neighbors521
of v, given by522
N ′S(v) = {w ∈ N(v) : S(w) 6= S(v)}.
We are now ready to define our transition matrix. Let P = [Pij] be the 2
|G| × 2|G|523
matrix indexed by the states S of the population with entry i, j given by the probability524
Pij that the population transitions from state i to state j. We wish to use P as the525
transition matrix for our Markov chain. In order to do this, we must prove the following526
lemma:527
Lemma 1. P is well-defined and stochastic.528
Proof. The only way P could fail to be well-defined is if S ⊕ v = S for some S, v or if529
S ⊕ v = S ⊕ w for some v 6= w. It follows immediately from the definition of ⊕ that530
neither of these conditions can obtain, so that P is well-defined. By definition, the rows531
of P sum to 1, and all its entries are nonnegative. Hence, P is stochastic.532
Definition 2. An environmental graph is a graph G equiped with a function b : V (G)→533
C and a real number r ≥ 1.534
We note that when we are concerned with conditional probabilities of the form535
P (E|X0 = S), the initial distribution ψ is irrelevant, since all of the chains Gψ have536
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the same transition matrix P. Hence we will not bother specifying an initial distribu-537
tion in these circumstances: when we say that G has some given property of stochastic538
processes, we mean that G has that property for every starting vector.539
We now deduce some elementary facts about the long-run behavior of the processes540
Gψ. We suppose that G initially consists of some mix of R and B. This mix came about541
from the introduction of a mutant type in a pure state of the population. We suppose542
that the probability of mutation µ is essentially 0 so that the population reaches a pure543
state before another mutation occurs. Because of this assumption, we outright ignore the544
mutation process for the time being.545
Proposition 2. Let G be any environmental graph. Then the pure, all-R or B states are546
absorbing in G. Moreover, with probability 1, G eventually reaches a pure state.547
Proof. It is clear that the singleton containing any monochromatic state is a recurrent548
class, since if S is a monochromatic state then N ′S(v) is empty for all v, so that PS,T = 0549
for all T 6= S.550
To see that they are the only recurrent classes, let any non-monochromatic state S ∈ S551
be given. Suppose S has n blue vertices (0 < n < |G|). Since G is connected, there exists552
some blue vertex v with a red neighbor w. Since fSgw > 0, we see that PS,S⊕v > 0, so553
with positive probability we may move from S to a state with n − 1 blue vertices. By554
the same argument, from that state we may move to one with n− 2 blue vertices, and by555
induction we see that in n steps we may move with positive probability to a state with556
0 blue vertices, i.e., the state SR. Since SR is accessible from S and SR is absorbing, we557
conclude that S is not a recurrent state.558
The intuitive explanation accompanying the first half of this is obvious: since there is559
no mechanism for introducing genetic variation in this model, once an allele is gone it’s560
gone for good. Hence SR and SB are absorbing. That there are no other recurrent classes561
– that extinction of one allele occurs almost always – is less intuitively obvious, but is a562
standard feature of models derived from the Moran process.563
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We will analyze this model by considering the probability, given an initial state S,564
that we end up in the all-red state versus the probability that we end up in the all-blue565
state. Let Xn → SR denote the event that Xn = SR for all sufficiently large n, and define566
Xn → SB similarly. We then have the following definition.567
Definition 3. Let G be an environmental graph. Then the fixation probability vector of568
G, written ρ(G) or simply ρ, is the vector indexed by S whose Sth entry ρR|S is given by569
ρR|S = P (Xn → SR|X0 = S).
For any particular environmental graph, it is possible in principle to manually calcu-570
late ρ by the known techniques for dealing with absorbing Markov chains [13], but since571
the size of P grows exponentially in |G|, this rapidly becomes impractical. We would572
therefore like to determine the values of ρ analytically, when this is possible.573
Proposition 3. Let G be any environmental graph. Then ρ = Pρ.574
Proof. Let any states S, T ∈ S be given. By elementary probability theory we have
P (Xn → SR and X1 = T |X0 = S) =P (Xn → SR|X1 = T and X0 = S)·
P (X1 = T |X0 = S).
By the Markov property and the definition of P, this reduces to575
P (Xn → SR and X1 = T |X0 = S) = P (Xn → SR|X1 = T )PS,T .
Since the transition probabilities are independent of n and since the event Xn → SR only576
depends on the infinite tail of the Xi, we see that577
P (Xn → SR|X1 = R) = P (Xn → SR|X0 = S) = ρR|S.
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Hence578
P (Xn → SR and X1 = T |X0 = S) = ρR|SPS,T .
On summing over all possible T (since the events involved are clearly mutually exclusive),579
we obtain580
P (Xn → SR) =
∑
T∈S
ρR|SPS,T = Pρ.
581
By simple algebraic manipulation of the above, we see that x is a solution of the linear582
system583
(I −P)ρ = 0. (13)
Since the rows of P sum to 1, the rows of I − P sum to 0, and so we see that the584
column vector whose entries are all 1 is a solution of this system. Yet we know that585
ρR|B = 0 and ρR|R = 1, so that ρ is linearly independent from the all-1 vector. The586
question then naturally arises: is there a unique (up to scaling) nonzero vector which is587
linearly independent of the all-1 vector? The following lemma answers this question in588
the affirmative:589
Lemma 2. Let G be any environmental graph. Then the dimension of the null space of590
(I −P) is 2.591
Proof. On removing the rows and columns corresponding to SR and SB from P, we are592
left with a matrix containing only the rows and columns corresponding to the transient593
states of the system. In the theory of absorbing Markov chains, this matrix is known as594
Q, and it is known that I −Q is invertible [13, pp. 418]. Since we only add two rows and595
columns to I−Q to obtain I−P, we see that nullity(I−P) ≤ 2. On the other hand, since596
the rows corresponding to SR and SB contain only 0, we see that nullity(I −P) ≥ 2.597
We therefore have the following.598
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Lemma 3. Let G be any environmental graph, and let y be any solution to the system599
(I − P)y = 0 such that yR = 1 and yB = 0. Then y is the fixation probability vector of600
G.601
Proof. Since yR 6= yB, we see that y is linearly independent of the all-1 vector. By602
Lemma 2, this means that y = c1ρ + c21. Since yB = ρR|B = 0, we have c2 = 0; then603
since yR = ρR|R = 1 we have c1 = 1 so that y = ρ.604
This defines our strategy: in order to prove that some candidate vector y is the605
absorption probability vector, we will only need to prove that it satisfies the conditions606
of Lemma 3.607
6.2 A Mean-field Approximation608
We establish 1 in a way similar to the proof of the fixation probability in the classical609
Moran process (see, [24, 26]). Let i be the number of R types on G. We need only the610
one-step transition probabilities Pi,i+1 of going from i to i+ 1 and Pi,i−1 of going from i611
to i− 1. For the birth-death process, these are easily calculated as612
Pi,i+1 =
[
(1− d)i+ rdi
(rd+ (1− d))i+ (r(1− d) + d)(N − i)
]
N − i
N
(14)
Pi,i−1 =
[
r(1− d)(N − i) + d(N − i)
(rd+ (1− d))i+ (r(1− d) + d)(N − i)
]
i
N
. (15)
Define613
γi =
Pi,i−1
Pi,i+1
=
r(1− d) + d
(1− d) + rd. (16)
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It can be shown that taking the product of the N − 1 terms γi, as in [26], yields the614
fixation probability615
ρR|m =
1 +
m−1∑
k=1
k∏
j=1
γm
1 +
N−1∑
k=1
k∏
j=1
γm
. (17)
Substituting Equations (14) and (15) into Equation (16) and subsequently into Equation616
(17) yields the approximation.617
6.3 Proof of Theorem 1618
Theorem. Given a properly two-coloured graph G undergoing either a birth-death process619
and a set M ⊆ V (G) of vertices occupied by R (red) types then the probability ρR|M that620
the R fix in the population is621
ρR|M =
∑
i∈M
ρneutral|i, (18)
where ρneutral|i is the neutral fixation probability of a single R starting at vertex vi.622
The proof of this theorem relies on the following result.623
Lemma 4. Let G be a properly two-coloured graph and let S be the state of the population.624
For every vi ∈ V (G), we have fi(S) = fj(S) for all j ∈ N ′S(vi).625
Proof. Since G is properly two-coloured, vi and vj are of opposite colours. So, if S(vi) =626
b(vi), then S(vj) = b(vj), by virtue of j being in N ′S(vi). The same is true if S(vi) 6=627
b(vi).628
Recall that S⊕vj is defined as the state obtained from state S by switching the colour629
of the individual on vertex vj. Now to prove Theorem 1.630
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Proof. Let ρ be the vector of fixation probabilities indexed by S. Since ρ is the fixation631
probability vector, it satisfies Equation (13). This yields,632
((I −P)ρ)S = (1− PS,S)ρS −
∑
T 6=S
PS,TρT . (19)
Since the population state can change by at most one vertex colour, the state T is of the633
form S ⊕ vj for some vertex vj. This allows Equation (19) to be written634
= ρS
∑
vj∈V (G)
PS,S⊕vj −
∑
vj∈V (G)
PS,S⊕vjρS⊕vj
=
∑
vj∈V (G)
PS,S⊕vj(ρS − ρS⊕vj). (20)
It is at this stage of the proof that we require the population to be undergoing a birth-635
death process. This permits a calculation of the transition probability:636
PS,S⊕vj =
∑
vk∈N ′(vj)
fk∑
vl∈V (G)
fl
(21)
To proceed, notice that vj will be red in exactly one of S and S ⊕ vj. Define637
δ(vj) =
 1 if vj = 1 in S,−1 if vj = 1 in S ⊕ vj. (22)
This allows for638
ρS − ρS⊕vj = δ(vj)
1
dj∑
l∈V (G)
1
dl
. (23)
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Substituting this into Equation (20), and combining with Equation (21), yields639
∑
vj∈V (G)
PS,S⊕vj(ρS − ρS⊕vj) = (24)
1∑
vj∈V (G)
fj · dj
·
∑
vj∈V (G)
∑
vk∈N ′(vj)
(
δ(vj)
fk
di
)
.
Denote the bracketed expression in Equation (25) as τ(vj, vk). From Lemma 1,640
τ(vj, vk) = δ(vj)
fk
di
= −δ(vk)fj
di
= −τ(vk, vj), (25)
for all vj ∈ V (G) and vk ∈ N ′(vj). Since the sum in Equation (20) is over all vertices,641
each τ(vj, vk) cancels with a τ(vk, vj). In all,642
((I − P )ρ)S, (26)
or,643
Pρ = ρ, (27)
which establishes the theorem.644
6.4 Calculations for Fixation Probability and Time to Fixation.645
This section focuses on the calculations needed for the fixation probability and time to646
fixation in the graph in Figure 7(a). Define the states S0 = (0, 0, 0), S1 = (0, 1, 0),647
S2 = (1, 0, 0), S3 = (1, 1, 0), and S4 = (1, 1, 1). These are the three possible states of the648
population, up to symmetry.649
For the fixation probability define φi to be the probability that the population fixes650
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at a state of all R given that it started in state Si. The φi satisfy the system of equations651
φ0 = 0
φ1 = P1,0φ0 + P1,3φ3 + (1− P1,0 − P1,3)φ1,
φ2 = P2,0φ0 + P2,3φ3 + (1− P2,0 − P2,3)φ2,
φ3 = P3,1φ1 + P3,2φ2 + P3,4 + (1− P3,1 − P3,2 − P3,4)φ3,
φ4 = 1, (28)
where Pi,j is the probability of transitioning from state Si to state Sj. For the population652
under consideration undergoing a birth-death process,653
P1,0 =
2
2 + r
, P2,0 =
1
2 · 3 , P1,3 =
r
2 + r
P2,3 =
1
2 + r
, P3,4 =
(
1
2
)
r
2 + r
, P3,3 =
1
2 + r
+
(
1
2
)
r
2 + r
. (29)
These are substituted into System (28) and solved. The solutions are then used to654
generate Equation (10) by weighting by the probability that the mutant arises on either655
leaf or the hub. Suppose the population initially consists of all blue individuals and a656
mutation occurs, producing a red offspring. This offspring appears on either leaf with657
probability 1/3 and on the hub with probability 2/3. This yields658
ρ∗ = 2 · 1
3
· φ2 + 2
3
· φ1
=
2r2(1 + r)
2r3 + 5r2 + 4r + 4
. (30)
A similar calculation is employed to generate Equation (10).659
For the time to fixation, we use an approach similar to [2]; see also [37]. Define Ti660
to be the time the population takes to reach fixation conditioned on the event that the661
population reaches fixation given that it currently is in state Si, where the states are as662
35
above. For the 3-line example, the Ti satisfy663
φ1T1 = P1,3φ3(T3 + 1),
φ2T2 = P2,3φ3(T3 + 1) + (1− P2,0 − P2,3)φ2(T2 + 1), and
φ3T3 = P3,1φ1(T1 + 1) + P3,2φ2(T2 + 1) + (1− P3,1 − P3,2)φ3(T3 + 1), (31)
where the φi are as above. These solve to the equations used to generate Figure 8.664
36
